Abstract-A new experimental method for determining the dependence of the electron mobility on the longitudinal-electric field has been developed. The development, validation, and explanation of this new method has been carefully carried out. We have applied this procedure to standard submicron MOSFET's and after having obtained the mobility dependence on both the transverse-and longitudinal-electric fields, we reproduced the experimental output curves. The saturation velocity has also been calculated using the mobility curves obtained by this new method. A saturation-velocity value higher than other previously reported experimental ones was observed. This saturation-velocity value is similar to those calculated with Monte Carlo MOSFET simulators.
correct the low-field mobility was given by Shockley [11] . Later, Schaffeter and Gummel [12] , Thornber [13] , and others proposed new expressions. Nevertheless, there is a wide spread of the fitting parameters used in these expressions, as may be seen in the literature [10] . One of the most important parameters in these equations is the saturation velocity. Several special structures have been proposed for measuring this parameter [14] [15] [16] , but the values obtained are dispersed and lower than those usually produced by Monte Carlo simulations [4] , [8] .
Given all the difficulties involved in the process to accurately describe the mobility decrease due to the beginning of the saturation-velocity regime, a "closed-loop" investigation has been performed on the validity and accuracy of a new method of determining the reduction of the channel mobility connected to the increase of the longitudinal field. This method is applicable to standard transistors. Making use of a previous method developed to obtain the experimental low longitudinal field mobility as a function of the effective field [17] and a new technique presented here, a complete description of both effective and longitudinal field dependencies can be achieved. An estimation of the saturation electron velocity in the channel has been accomplished by comparing a widely used expression [13] and the mobility curves versus the longitudinal electric field obtained experimentally. The saturation electron velocity value extracted by our method approaches the Monte Carlo simulation results reported by certain authors [8] , [19] and is higher than some of the experimental values reported by other researchers [14] [15] [16] , [18] .
Some works have been reported where the procedure used has certain features in common with ours [20] , [21] . However, there are significant differences between them. In [20] and [21] , the authors estimate the saturation velocity by calculating the extrapolation intercept of the versus plot, where is the intrinsic transconductance in the saturation region. Nevertheless, we compare the electron mobility at the drain edge of the channel MOSFET within an iterative procedure where many experimental output curves are taken into account. Therefore, there is a higher amount of experimental data used in our method. Apart from that, the dependence of the electron mobility on the longitudinal electric field is obtained, which is not the case in [20] and [21] .
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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
The basic concept of idea of this method is the comparison of experimental drain current versus drain voltage curves -, measured in short-channel transistors to the results produced by a two-dimensional (2-D) simulator in which an accurate low-field mobility is used, and the mobility reduction caused by the longitudinal electric field is included. The simulator, which is described in [22] and [23] , operates as follows: The total channel length is divided in subchannels with lengths , respectively. Instead of fixing the values, the channel potential values at the ends of the th subchannel and are defined as the separation between the quasifermi levels at these points, and being the potentials at the total channel ends. Therefore, the separation into subchannels is obtained by dividing -into very small intervals and fixing the channel potential at the ends of each subchannel. The number of subchannels is high enough and the differencein each subchannel is low enough that the longitudinal electric field in each subchannel can be considered to be uniform. Therefore, the electron mobility acquires a different value in each subchannel according to the longitudinal and transverse electric field values in it. The calculation of the electron distribution and surface potential was performed by self-consistently solving Poisson and Schroedinger equations [23] , [24] . Once these data are known for each subchannel end, we calculated the drain current in each subchannel by adding drift and diffusion contributions [17] . The charge and potential distributions along the channel were obtained by means of an iterative calculation scheme we use to achieve a final drain current value (all the subchannel lengths are now calculated as well, considering that the drain current is constant along the channel, and the sum of the subchannel lengths equals the effective channel length). At this point, the potential variation in the direction parallel to the channel is introduced into the Poisson equation (by means of a modified charge density, accounting for the second derivative of the electric potential in the MOSFET structure in the direction parallel to the channel), and the whole drain current calculation procedure is repeated. In this respect, full self-consistency is obtained in the solution of the quasi-2-D Poisson, drift diffusion and one-dimensional (1-D) Schroedinger equations. Therefore, the bidimensional effects due to the longitudinal and the transverse electric fields are taken into account when the carrier concentration is calculated in the MOSFET. We have confirmed the correctness of the substrate impurity concentration by considering and using the experimental data (SIMS) supplied by the manufacturer. In addition, other confirmation simulations have been performed, making use of the process simulator SUPREM [25] . The length of each subchannel is unknown and is determined by imposing a constant current along the overall structure.
The application of the method is as follows. 1) Starting from a very small drain-to-source voltage value for which one subchannel is enough, the gate-tosource voltage is varied, and the low-field mobility, as well as its dependence on the transverse electric field, is obtained according to [17] .
2)
is increased in very small steps, and the experimental result is compared with the simulated result calculated by using the low-field mobility obtained in point 1). New subchannels are introduced if necessary. The subchannel generation method has been developed in an easy way. We have analyzed the results obtained by our simulator for different drain-source and gate-source voltages and found that the drain currents, channel inversion charges, and potential distributions calculated for different numbers of subchannels are similar if less than 0.1 V are allowed in each subchannel. Therefore, the subchannel generation criterium was connected to the maximum voltage limit allowed in each subchannel after the self-consistent final solution was reached. When the experimental and computed currents deviate more than a prefixed (also very small) limit , a mobility reduction is apparent at the subchannel placed at the drain end of the channel. Then, the mobility in this subchannel is multiplied by a factor of in order to reproduce the experimental current. The values for the transverse and longitudinal electric fields in this subchannel are introduced in an array and , respectively . 3) is increased again. In all the subchannels for which the longitudinal electric field is greater than , the low-field mobility is multiplied by , and the current thus obtained is compared with the experimental one. When the deviation between the computed and experimental currents is again greater than , a further reduction is assumed in the drain end of the channel, and the mobility is once again multiplied by , thus obtaining a value equal to the low-field mobility multiplied by . The transverse and longitudinal electric fields in this subchannel are introduced as a new element of the array and , respectively. 4) is continuously increased in small steps, and the procedure detailed in points 1)-3) is repeated (see the flowchart in Fig. 1 ). The mobility is reduced by , etc., when necessary, and new elements are incorporated to the electric field array. At the end of this process, the mobility values for a set of pairs is obtained. Repeating this procedure for different gate voltages (which means different output curves), the mobility is obtained for a wide range of transverse and longitudinal electric field values. Four of these arrays (which are obtained by applying our method to four different output curves) are shown in Fig. 2 , where the average transverse electric field is called the effective field, as usual. In each of these arrays, the dependencies on the longitudinal and transverse electric field are mixed, as each array corresponds to a definite output curve, measured with a fixed value but with a transverse field that varies along the channel. This is a consequence of the variation of the space charge region along the channel. It is thus necessary to separate these two dependencies as follows. By choosing a certain common transverse field in all the arrays, we reduce the mobility value corresponding to this transverse field by using the factor , where is the position of the element in the table that Tables (E trans(i) ; E long(i) ) used to account for the mobility reduction as the longitudinal field rises. They correspond to four different output curves. The solid line represents a common chosen effective field for all the tables. This value will be employed to obtain the mobility versus longitudinal field curves.
contains this effective field. The mobility can be seen as a function of the longitudinal field values corresponding to this common value of the effective field in the different arrays. This is schematized with the vertical solid line plotted in Fig. 2 . Each intersection of the vertical solid line with the lines corresponding to the different arrays represents a point in Fig. 3(a) , where the electron mobility is plotted versus the longitudinal electric field. We have used different parameters; all of them were higher than 0.95. A parameter lower than 0.95 made the mobility reductions in the subchannel at the MOSFET drain end too high, and the accuracy of the output curve fitting procedure was diminished. The length of each table  of values increased for higher values and for lower . However, the final results obtained for the channel mobility were very similar in all cases. The and values chosen in this paper were suitable to fit well the experimental data in a feasible computing time. We have applied our method in the nonsaturation MOSFET operation region since the method worked better in this region. However, we were able to use high drain-source voltages by increasing the gate-source voltage. Hence, taking into consideration that the effective channel length was less than 1 m, the longitudinal electric fields were high enough to reach the saturation velocity transport regime at the MOSFET drain edge. In this respect, we have not dealt with the problems connected to the loss of inversion layer confinement in the pinch-off region at the channel drain end. This method is applicable to MOSFET's with effective channel lengths larger than 0.2 m, as we have checked out, by means of our Monte Carlo MOSFET simulator [23] , that for devices shorter than 0.2 m, there might be important velocity overshoot effects, at least at the drain end of the channel. Therefore, there would not be saturation of the electron velocity in the high longitudinal electric field region of the MOSFET channel.
III. VALIDATION PROCEDURE
Once we developed the algorithm to obtain the dependence of the mobility on the longitudinal electric field, we proceeded to validate it. To do so, we simulated several output curves using our drift-diffusion simulator for a MOSFET with the following technological features: m, m,Å, cm and a null series resistance, changing the gate-source voltage. We made use of Thornber's expression [13] [see (1) ] as a model for the mobility reduction as the longitudinal-electric field rises in order to test whether our method was capable of extracting the assumed dependence from the simulated curves (1) where effective field dependent low-field mobility; longitudinal electric field; parameter; parameter. The basic idea of the validation procedure presented here is the following: By using our simulator, several I-V curves are calculated. To obtain these curves, (1) is used to introduce a prefixed mobility dependence on the electric fields. Then, the method presented in this paper is applied to test whether the correct parameter values are obtained. To do so, the mobility versus longitudinal electric field curves obtained in this way are compared with the ones analytically described by (1) and used to obtain the initial output curves (Figs. 3 and 4) . As will be shown, a perfect fit is accomplished; this fact confirms the accuracy and the appropriateness of our method. We have simulated a set of I-V curves using (1) for a common Fig. 5 . Experimental electron mobility as a function of the effective and longitudinal electric fields at room temperature. The effective field dependence was obtained by a previous method [17] , and the longitudinal-field one by this new method.
saturation velocity value cm/s, three different values , and a constant lowfield mobility value of cm /Vs independent of the effective field; we have applied our procedure to these curves. The mobility curves used [which were obtained by (1) ] are shown in Fig. 3, where (solid line), (long dashed line), and (short dashed line). The results of the application of our method are shown in squares, triangles, and stars, respectively. A perfect agreement can be observed. Fig. 2 shows that the effective-field magnitude has been chosen very high in our simulations in order to avoid the dependence of mobility on the effective field along the channel. We have also checked our model for different of cm/s, cm/s, and cm/s, and a common value for , which also obtains a good agreement in this case (Fig. 4) .
Once our method was validated for a constant mobility value independent of the effective field, we continued with the validation by introducing a mobility curve dependent on the effective field. We followed the same steps described above and obtained similar good results for different combinations of the and values.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After having validated the accuracy of our method, we applied it to Si MOSFET's fabricated by Lucent Technologies with m, m,Å, and cm . The series resistance obtained by Whitfield's method [26] was . We have applied our technique to a set of measured output curves. The established limit for the difference between the experimental and theoretical drain current was mA. The parameter to account for the mobility reduction was . This value was chosen after testing different values and observing that experimental curves can be very accurately reproduced. Of course, the choice of the value depends on the value. The average number of elements for all the arrays was 35. We used a wide set of output curves corresponding to close gate-source voltages. The step was 0.25 V in order to ensure that all the arrays (where each was connected to a different output curve) were in the same range of effective fields. Thus, a solid line such as the one plotted in Fig. 2 can include many elements from different tables, and a more detailed description of the mobility behavior related to the variation of the longitudinal field can be obtained. We shifted the vertical line shown in Fig. 2 from left to right to study the mobility reduction across a wide field range. The results obtained by this procedure plus the low longitudinal field mobility curve determined making use of the method from [17] allowed us to obtain the mobility dependence on both the effective and longitudinal fields in the range of fields associated with the operating conditions used. The results obtained can be observed in Fig. 5 , where the mobility versus effective and longitudinal field surface is shown.
Expression (1) was used to obtain the parameter and the saturation velocity . To do so, we compared the electron mobility versus longitudinal field curves to the ones obtained with Expression 1. For the m MOSFET's, no velocity-overshoot effects were expected; therefore, (1) was assumed to accurately describe the mobility dependence on the longitudinal-electric field [22] , [27] . Figs. 6 and 7 show the experimentally obtained mobility data (symbols) together with the plots for (1) obtained by choosing different parameter values. The value is fixed, whereas is varied in Fig. 6 , and is fixed, whereas is varied in Fig. 7 . The values that gave a better fit were and cm/s. These values were independent of the effective field, confirming the result by Modelli and Manzini [15] . Using Thornber's expression with these parameters, we have tried to reproduce the experimental output characteristics. The result is shown in Fig. 8 , where a good agreement can be noticed for the whole drain-source voltage range. In this figure, only three of the output curves are plotted for clarity.
The value obtained by adjusting to (1) , that is to say, by extrapolation from the nonsaturation region of the output characteristic curves, is higher than the results obtained in the literature using simpler expressions and special structures: MOSFET's with a resistive gate [15] or short-channel transistors with thick oxides [16] . However, this saturation velocity value is not far off the value reported by Cooper and Nelson by means of the time-of-flight technique [14] . In this case, a slightly lower value ( cm/s) was obtained, which does not strongly contradict our result, provided that the electrons are not travelling at the saturation velocity during the entire time of flight. In addition, the value obtained here is very similar to the saturation-velocity values obtained by simulation in MOSFET inversion layers by Fischetti and Laux [8] , Ferry [28] , and ourselves [22] , [23] . Furthermore, another advantage of this new method is the use of conventional MOSFET's instead of other structures where additional different effects might influence the determination of the saturation velocity. Finally, we have also applied our method to other sample of Si MOSFET's fabricated by Chung et al. [29] with m, m,Å, cm , and mm. The and parameters used in this case were similar to the ones used below. The mobility plot obtained is shown in Fig. 9 . The experimental output curves have been reproduced following the same procedure used below, and the results are plotted in Fig. 10 . The value obtained for this transistor is cm/s, confirming our previous results. Nevertheless, the value is higher ( ). As these curves have been taken from the literature, we did not have as much experimental data available as with Lucent Technologies transistors, for which we measured all the curves we needed. In any case, we can claim that the method we propose here also works well with the Chung et al. transistor.
V. CONCLUSION
A new experimental method for determining the dependence of the electron mobility on the longitudinal electric field has been developed, validated, and applied to standard submicron MOSFET's. This method can be easily implemented in a 2-D drift-diffusion simulator. All the different dependencies of the electron mobility on the longitudinal electric field can be taken into account at the same time by means of this method. We have accurately reproduced the experimental output curves using the mobility dependence we obtained by our procedure. A saturation velocity value of cm/s was calculated by comparing the mobility curves to Thornber's expression. This value is similar to the ones reported previously using Monte Carlo MOSFET simulators and is higher than most experimental ones. The use of standard MOSFET's and the simplicity of this technique make it an interesting tool to deal with modeling of the electron channel mobility in deepsubmicron MOSFET's.
